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COMMERCIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS ASSOCIATION OF BRITISH COLUMBIA 

INFORMATION REQUEST #1 

FortisBC Inc. (FBC) Application for Acceptance of Demand 
Side Management (DSM) Expenditures for 2017 

Project No. 3698889 

1. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page 1 

The Company intends to include a new Long Tem1 DSM Plan (20'16 LT DSM Plan) as part of 
the 2016 Long Term Electric Resource Plan (LTERP) wl1ich will be filed on or before November 
30, 20·16. The provincial dual-fuel Conservation Potential Review (BC CPR) is currently 
undeiway jointly by FortisBC Energy Inc. (FEI}, British Columbia Hyclro <me! Power Aut11ority 
(BC Hydro) and FBC, and wilt inform the new Long-Tenn DSM Plan. Since the BC CPR report 
is not final, and FBC is seeking acceptance of the DSM expenditure schedule for 20'17 only as 
suggested by t11e Commission, no BC CPR results have been incorporated in t11is filing. 

1.1. What years will the new Long Term DSM Plan cover? 
1.2. What steps need to occur for the BC CPR report to be finalized? 
1.3. When does FBC expect the BC CPR report to be final? 

2. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Pages 1and2; Appendix C, Table 4 

For the purposes of calculating the cost-effectiveness of the DSM programs, this filing uses a 
Long-Run Marginnl Cost (LRMC) of $1·12 per MWll from FBC's 20·12 Long Tenn Resource Plan 

(2012 L TRP) 1, as accepted in tl1e 20·15-·16 DSM Pinn Decision. Tile LRMC will be updated in 
the Company's 20·16 LTERP. 

Also for the calculntion of benefits, the Company hns updatecl the Deferred Capital Expenditure 
(DCE) factor, and the study supporting t11e new DCE factor is included as Appendix C. As 
described furtl1er in section 5.·t .2, t11e 2017 DSM Plan uses a DCE of $79.85 per kW-year. 
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Transmission Distribution T&D 
Avoided Investment $585.08 $131.30 $817.38 
($/kW-Yr 
Annualized DCE 
Avoided Annual Return 
(6.00%)20 $41.16 per kW $7.88 per kW $49.04 per kW 
Avoided Depreciation 
(2.54%)21 $17.44 per kW $3.34 per kW $20.78 per kW 
Avoided Taxes {1.23%) $8.42 per kW $1.61 per kW $10.03 per kW 
Avoided O&M (0.00%)" $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW 
Total DCE $67.03 _er kW $12.83 er kW $79.85 er kW 

2.1. Please confirm that in crediting capacity savings, the $79.85 per KW-year includes both 
Transmission and Distribution deferred capital values as shown in Appendix C Table 4. 

2.2. Recognizing that the LRMC is yet to be updated, does FBC have any expectations with 
respect to the value or range that the LRMC will likely be established at? 
2.2.1. If yes, please provide. 

2.3. In reviewing the LRMC, the CEC is interested in the methodology that has been used, 
and has the following questions with regard to the existing LRMC: 
a) Please confirm or not confirm that Transmission and Distribution is included in the 

Generation Capacity LRMC. 
b) To what point is the Energy value used delivered in the FBC service territory? 
c) Please provide the% distribution losses included in the Energy LRMC value. 
d) Please provide the % transmission losses included in the Energy LRMC value. 
e) Please provide the average % losses for transmission and distribution. 
f) Please provide the % losses for transmission and distribution at system peak. 
g) What is the % of generation capacity FBC requires to be held as spinning reserve? 
h) Do the FBC calculations for Generation Capacity LRMC include allowance for the 

total cost of spinning reserves? Please explain why or why not and provide 
quantification if available. 

i) Do the FBC calculations for Generation Capacity LRMC include generation capacity 
costs required to deliver energy for the losses in the FBC system? Please explain 
why or why not and provide quantification if available. 

j) Do the FBC calculations for Transmission Capacity LRMC include transmission 
capacity costs required to deliver energy for the losses in the FBC system? Please 
explain why or why not, and provide quantification if available. 

k) Does the FBC LRMC for Energy include, in addition to direct costs, all indirect and 
soft costs (paid by FBC) such as costs related to regulatory, First Nations 
consultation, environment, public engagement etc.? Please explain why or why not, 
and provide quantification if available. 
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1) Do the FBC LRMCs for Capacity (Generation, Transmission and Distribution) 
include, in addition to direct costs, all indirect and soft costs (paid by FBC) such as 
costs related to regulatory, First Nations consultation, environment, public 
engagement etc.? Please explain why or why not. 

m) Does the FBC LRMC for Energy include, beyond direct and indirect and soft costs, 
all externalities (i.e. costs which are not incurred by FBC but may be transferred to 
others or the general public such as costs related to environmental impacts, 
socioeconomic impacts, First Nations impacts), etc.? Please explain why or why not 
and provide quantification if available. 

n) Do the FBC LRMCs for Capacity (Generation, Transmission and Distribution) 
include, beyond direct and indirect and soft costs, all externalities (i.e. costs which 
are not incurred by FBC but may be transferred to others or the general public such 
as costs related to environmental impacts, socioeconomic impacts, First Nations 
impacts), etc.? Please explain why or why not, and provide quantification if 
available. 

o) Are the FBC LRMCs for Energy and Capacity based on average expected future 
costs for energy and capacity or on the highest marginal cost expected? Please 
explain and provide quantification. 

p) Are the FBC LRMCs for Energy and Capacity based on a single point estimate, or 
on a future stream of costs estimate? Please explain and provide the relevant time 
frames. 

2.4. In reviewing the LRMC, the CEC is interested in uncertainties that arise in providing an 
estimate for the LRMC and has the following questions: 
a) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 

is uncertainty with respect to the final sources from which supply will be acquired, 
which can influence the final estimate of the LRMC. 

b) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is uncertainty with respect to the prices that may be finally established for the supply 
which can influence the final estimate of the LRMC. 

c) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is uncertainty with respect to elements of the market environment such as inflation, 
interest rates, exchange rates, GDP, which can influence the final estimate of the 
LRMC. 

d) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is unce1iainty with respect to the final prices that will be established with BC Hydro 
under both the current and future Power Purchase Agreements or other agreements, 
which can influence the final estimate of the LRMC. 

e) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is uncertainty with respect to the basic load forecast which can influence the timing 
of the supply requirements and therefore the estimate of the LRMC. 
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f) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is uncertainty with respect to future energy efficiency trends and capabilities and 
DSM impacts which can influence the load forecasts and timing of the supply 

requirements and therefore the estimate of the LRMC. 
g) Please confirm that or otherwise explain in making an estimate for the LRMC there 

is uncertainty with respect to government policy which can influence the supply 
options, the price of energy, and the load forecast and therefore the estimate of the 

LRMC. 
h) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 

is uncertainty with respect to the impacts of future rate increases which can influence 
the load forecast and therefore the timing of the supply requirements and the estimate 

of the LRMC. 
i) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 

is uncertainty with respect to changes in technology which can influence electricity 
supply options, supply prices and load forecasts and therefore the estimate of the 

LRMC. 
j) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 

is uncertainty with respect to all levels of regulation which can influence the load 
forecast, supply option and energy prices and the estimate of the LRMC. 

k) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
is uncertainty with respect to indirect and soft costs which can influence the price of 
electricity and the load forecast and therefore the LRMC. 

1) Please confirm or otherwise explain that in making an estimate for the LRMC there 
may be uncertainty in many other areas that influence the supply options, prices and 

load forecast and therefore the LRMC. 
2.5. Please confirm that given the uncertainties listed above, and/or any other uncertainties 

with respect to the factors influencing the LRMC, it is reasonable to consider the LRMC 

as a range, rather than as a single point estimate, particularly for assessing DSM plans 

and measures. 
2.5 .1. If not confirmed, please explain why not. 

3. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Pages 5 and 14 

Recent BC Hydro proceedings8 indicate its LRMC is $106/MWli whicl1 is similar in magnitude to 
the $1 '12/MWl1 that FBC is using for the 20'17 DSM Plan. 

{00591799;1} 
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5.1.3 Avo Cost 

As stated in the previous section, the 2017 DSM Pldn uses the LRMC of $112 per M'Wh from 
the 2012 LTRP to detem1ine the avoided energy cost benefits of DSM program measures. The 
LRMC utilized is considered "firm" energy, i.e. inclusive of generation C3pacity benefits. The 
Company also includes a DCE value of $79.85 per kW per year to represent the incremental 
capacity savings of deferred infrastructure. The estimated Benefit/Cost r3tios. using the two 
figures, are shown at the sector and portfolio levels in Table 4-·1 above. 

Based on 3 recent submission,17 BC Hydro's LRMC is approximately $'106/M\•Vh, including 
energy and capacity, which approximates the $112/MWh value for firm energy (inclusive of 
cap3city) that FBC is utilizing, so no sensitivity runs were undertaken. 

3.1. Please confirm the following segments in the BC Hydro Evidentiary Update of Load 
Resource Balance and Long Run Marginal Cost, of pages 6, 7, 8 and 9, February 18, 
2016 read: 

Pages 6 and 7 

Since the DSM and IPP renewal resource supply curves (price and volume relationship) 
are not easily visible until the actions have been undertaken and as their prices are 
expected to overlap, BC Hydro used a LRMC of $85/MWh to establish that there would 
be sufficient supply available from planned DSM initiatives and IPP EPA renewals. BC 
Hydro's current outlook on the LRMC has shifted towards $85/MWh because the need 
for new resources has reduced and the price outlook for marginal resources has dropped 
since the 2013 IRP. 

Page 8 

DSM 

The $85/MWh LRMC upper limit was used to inform the development of the DSM plan 
including by ensuring that all DSM initiatives were cost effective in a Total Resource 
Cost (TRC) test against the $85/MWh threshold. Details of BC Hydro's DSM plan for 
F201 7 to F2019 will be included in the revenue requirements application. The DSM 
savings shown in the LRB beyond F2019 are an outlook for DSM activities, which will 
be further explored in the next IRP due in November 2018. 

Pages 8 and 9 

Conclusion (bold in original) 

Consistent with the 2013 IRP, over the next ten years the marginal need for new energy 
resources is expected to be met by DSM and IPP EPA renewals. Given the LRB outlook, 
BC Hydro's current outlook on the energy LRMC has shifted towards $85/MWh because 
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the need for new resources has reduced and the price outlook for marginal resources has 
dropped since the 2013 IRP. 

The price signal provided to set the upper limit on those acquisitions is $85/MWh 
($F2013) and BC Hydro expects it will be able to acquire sufficient resources to meet its 
need at or below the LRMC. 

Page 9 

Updating the energy LRMC to $85/MWh may result in questions about what if any 
changes should be made to the Residential Inclining Block rate design. BC Hydro notes 
that a steady price signal is beneficial for encouraging a conservation culture. 
Additionally, as there is a continued need for capacity resources in the system, there may 
be merit in exploring the inclusion of a generation capacity value in the energy LRMC 
for the purpose of the Residential Inclining Block Step 2 rate. The addition of a 
generation capacity value to the energy LRMC could increase the LRMC for Residential 
Inclining Block from $95/MWh (based on $85/MWh in $F2013 adjusted for distribution 
losses and inflated to $2017) to $106/MWh in $F2017. BC Hydro proposes that these 
matters be explored further through this proceeding. 

3.2. Please confirm that BC Hydro has not yet updated its LRMC to include a generation 
capacity value, but proposed to explore the matter further during the Rate Design 
Application. 
3 .2.1. If not confirmed, please identify what other source indicates that BC 

Hydro has made a determination to include a generation capacity value in 
its LRMC. 

3.3. Please confirm that BC Hydro used $85 as the LRMC in its Total Resource Cost Test for 
DSM. 
3 .3 .1. If not, please provide the figure that BC Hydro used and cite the evidence 

for that figure. 
3.4. Please provide FBC's LRMC without the inclusion of a capacity value. 
3.5. Please confirm that the use of a firm LRMC (inclusive of capacity) provides a better 

representation of the actual savings delivered by DSM than that suggested by an LRMC 
without the generation capacity costs included. 
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4. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page 6 

2.4.3 Education Programs 

FBC, in collaboration with FEI, is developing an online education program that supports tile 
development of energy education in BC classrooms. It \Viii provide higl1 quality, engaging, 
curriculum-connected resources and programs that highlight tile BC energy environment and 
encourage a bias-!Jalancecl development of energy literacy in classrooms for kindergarten to 
grade g students. FBC plans to implement t11e initial pilot pl1ase in 201!3 and expects to expand 
t11e education program to grades ·10-·12 in 20H. In addition, FBC will provide funding support for 
several tt1ird party non-profit educational organizations to deliver conservation messaging_ 

FBC also provides financial ancl in-kind support for post-secondary initiatives for curriculum
!Jasecl classroom instruction and broader campus-wide behaviour change programs. 

4.1. When will PEI and FBC complete development of the online education program? 
4.2. Has FBC commenced implementing the initial pilot phase as of yet? 

4.2.1. If not, does FBC still expect to implement the pilot phase in 2016, or has 
this been deferred? Please explain. 

5. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Pages 9 and 13 

Table 4-·t: FBC DSM Expenditures & Savings - 2Q16 Approve-dJ'Projected and 2017 Plan 

2016 2'017 

Program t..rea 
iIDNOY&d Pro»ct!ld Plan 

Savlng;a coat sa•mgs CO$! SJvlngs C<>$f TRC 
MW~ iSOJC:Sl tA"'r1 I ~C-0:1£'1 M1'I~ {$<JC-Os.'., 6 1C "'3!f:J 

Programa trj' s oc1oc 
z Resk1€":itJl 1~,903 ~,,349 7,o;o 2,5J7 :Q,493 ~. 71-9 2.5 

Cct·n~rc,Jl 12,E£t5 2, SE..1 11,n.1 2,5.!i !3J'66 s, !:01 2.2 
Ji l1CUS~"3 t ,~-65 2C'9 2,327 JSC 1,:£'5 21)3 L9 

Subtotal Prograins 2US'9 G, 122 21.1SO 5,484 25,715 G, 158 2,3 

'3 DJpcp::.rtirg lrr-:.Jt,'% 675 6/E €7.! 
7 P¥nlrg S E«:JUallm 7~7 1$7~ 777 
5 Total nnctudlnl'.l Por!1olb ap.;.nd) 7,S3'J G.e:~a 7,'>10 2.0 

The governing TRC test is genercilly expressed cis a ratio of the benefits of a DSM measure 
divided by the measure's cost, including the utility's program costs. The benefits are the 
"avoided costs", calculated as the present value over the effective measure life of: 

1. the measure's energy savings, valued at the LRMC; and 
iL the measure's demand savings, valued at the OGE 

The measures' energy & demand savings are grossed-up by the avoided tr::.msrnission and 
distribution energy losses (AKJ\ "line losses") before the benefits are c:dculatecL 

5.1. Please provide the calculations for the Total Resource Cost tests for each sector for 
2017. 
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5.2. Please provide the TRCs for each sector and for the portfolio as a whole for the 2016 
Approved and 2016 Projected. 

5.3. Please describe how DSM under and overspending is accounted for under PBR. 
5.4. Please describe the impact of DSM underspending on ratepayers and shareholders. 

6. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Pages 9 and A-13 

Table 4-1: FBC DSM E:xpendrtures & Savings - 20H> ApprovedlProjected and 2017 Plan 

2016 2017 

Program l!.!&3 
AJ;provsd Pm);<ct&d Plan 

SaYll)l}tl Coat sa·hlgs Cost S3Vlrlbl!' C()Sl TRC 

M.'ln t'!iJ)JC-S! t/l/,'li 1 $CC(}S'1 M;'n f~JGCt&'., E»C rat§:i 

Programa by $&ctor 
2 P.eskle'lt:iJ 1~.903 3,349 7!r:'JS6 2,€vJ7 10.~93 t71S ~: .:. .... 

Gm¥1'€rc.ai 12 ,EM :;,5,CJ 11.7~4 2,:,:47 1:5.€€'6 '.', 131 2.2 

'" L'10US:t.3t ~ .~05 2C9 2,327 33C 1,~;s;s 3-09 1.9 
s Subtotal Programa 27.183 G, 122 21, IGO 5,4.M 25.715 G, 158 2.3 
'5 ~"J~p:irtrg In: ;t.,<Es '515 6715 157..!i 
7 F·arnlr·g &. E•1JuJ$Cfi 7~7 67:. 777 

Total /lr1C!Udlna Pc<ifolb ap&nd) 7,534 G,t:38 7,610 2.0 

Tabie A5-1: Planni~ and Evaluation Expenditures 

2016 2011 

Component Approved Plan 

1 Staffing, ind train:ng costs 305 ·t4!J 
2 Offce fapeMes 50 55 

3 Consultcng Fees !JO 96 

4 M&E Beports 200 18-& 

S TOTAL 735 7H 

6.1. Why are Planning and Evaluation costs for 2017 proposed to increase by over $100 
thousand versus the 2016 Projected? 

6.2. Please provide a breakdown of the Planning and Evaluation expense for 2016 Projected. 

7. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page 9; Appendix B, 2015 Year-End DSM Report, Page 3 
(page 53 of 121) 

Table 4-1: FBC DSM Expenditures & Savings - 2016 ApprovedJProjected and 2017 Plan 

2011; 2017 

i:>rogrsm i!u&a 
Armroved Pn:>i'cta<J Plan 

S3Ylrtl}S coat sa·mgs Cost S.r~lngs coot TRC 

M•'lh i!OY~·r t...iv,~M tS,C-OJs'1 M.'/~, !'$iJCOs:, E«C ra!Jo 
Prograllll; by Se<:1or 

2 Resi:l.:11,31 12 ,SOil 3.349 7,09¢ 2,&J7 :0,493 :;, 715 2.5 
3 CCrn11efC al 12.€95 2,5€4 11,734 ., ,:'.>"'I .... ,,; .... ., t3,t6~ ,;¥ 131 2.2 
.! 11\dus.ma 1,E<:.5 2C9 2.3:7 SlO 1,5£i; ;-09 1.9 

Subtotal Programs 27' 1$'3 G, 122 21.160 5,4.84 25.715 6, 158 2,3 

6 :;;,,~pportrg 11113!'.<E~ 675 67~' p• 
·~ 

7 r:wnl11g 5 E1>J1.JJ~c11 7;,7 i;,7:, 777 

Total nnclud!na P«ilol}::; sp6'1ldJ 7,534 G,6'38 7,&10 2.0 
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Tl1e Company has a long record of successfully meeting or exceeding its savings targets, \Nl1ile 
keeping expenditures vvithin approved plans ond 20'15 results were not in line with past 
performance. A number of foctors contributed to the 20·15 outcome: 

Given that 20·15 was a transrtion year from 20'l4's scaled-bock programs and considerable 
development work was undertaken for new and relounct1ed programs, the Company believes it 
now has the necessary resources and a fulsome complement of progroms in place going 
forvvard to achieve bud~1et and target perfom1ance in 20'16. 

7.1. Please explain why total 2016 Projected savings were only about 77% (line 5 Subtotal 
Programs) of the 2016 Approved; and please provide an explanation for each Sector with 
quantification. 

7.2. Please explain why the 2016 Projected spending for Residential was only about 78% of 
Approved. 

8. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page 10 

The 20·16 Projected expenditures of S6,8 million represent slightly over 90% of the annual 
approved spending under the 2015-2016 DSM Plan, a substantial increase over 2015 results 
due to the Company's efforts to rebuild customer and trade ally awareness, additional staffing 
capacity and the successful launch of new offers such as the Business Direct Install (BDI) 
program, that replaced the successful FLIP (Fortis LiveSmartBC Li~1hting Installation program) 
that ended in lvfarch 2013. 

8.1. How does FBC evaluate the success of its DSM programs? Please explain and provide 
quantification of any measures and thresholds that FBC uses to evaluate the success of 
its DSM activities and spending. 

8.2. Please provide the relevant measures for the total DSM program and for each of the 
sectors for 2011 through to 2016. 
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9. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page 13 

In response to Directive 3 of the 2015-16 DSM Plan Decision (see fable 25 3bove), the 
Company reviewed the assumptions underlying the previous DCE value ($35.60 per k\V-year), 
.:md commissioned a study to update it. The updated DCE study, 1hi1ich is filed as Appendix C, 
reviewed the methodologies and best practices to detem1ine a utility specific DCE V31ue 3nd 
determined a new value b3sed on the present value of the 3nticipated growth related 
transmission and distribution capital upgrades over the planning l1orizon. The study determined 
3 DCE value of $79.85' 5 per kW-yr, which is used for this Application. 

As required by the 2015-16 DSM Plan decision (Directive 5), the Company review-ed the 8°/o 
discount rate (DR) used in the 2012 L TRP and recent DSM filings, and has updated it to use a 
6~·~ DR in the current filing. Since air measures passed at the 6% DR there are no additional 
measures available if a "societal" discount rate is used. 

9 .1. Please provide an explanation for how FBC arrived at the 6% Discount Rate. 
9.2. Please provide FBC's Weighted Average Cost of Capital calculation 

10. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page A-5 

An in-home display (IHD) incentive will enable participants to view real-time energy usage of 
their residential and small commercial (single phase) AMI meters. Either stand-alone devices, 
or a gateway modern - to enable smart phone apps- ·will allow customers to better manage their 
energy usage. 

In collaboration with FEI, FBC plans to select a service provider to implement a customer 
engagement program (CEP). CEP will promote energy literacy and residential conservation .:md 
efficiency improvements through behaviour modifications. Customers will be able to set savings 
goals, create a personalized s;:ivings plan, trod< their progress, and receive tailored 
conser"·3tion and efficiency mess.:iging and rebate offers. CEP ;:ind behaviour programs 
impro·v>e customer service and satisfaction, and en3bfe energy s.:ivings. 

10.1. Please provide further details of the IHD incentive. 
10.2. Will the IHD incentive be available to all residential customers? 

10 .2.1. If not, please explain why not. 
10.3. Will the IHD incentive also be available to Commercial customers? 

10.3.1. If not, please explain why not. 
10. 3 .2. If not, please outline any costs and savings that would be associated with 

making the IHD program available to Commercial customers. 
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11. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page A-6 

11.1. 

11.2. 

New in 20'16 was the introduction of the Business Direct Install (BDI) program. BDI utilizes a 
third-prnty implementer to en~Jage contractors to pe1iorrn lighting and other energy efficiency 
retrofits targeting small- and mecliurn-sizecl enterprises, using proven energy assessment tools 
ancl ener9y efficiency sales trainin9. The BDI offer \Viii continue to be offered in 2017. 

What are the parameters that determine the 'small and medium-sized' enterprises to be 
targeted? 
Could the BDI program be expanded to include larger enterprises as well? Please 
explain why or why not. 
11.2.1. If yes, does FBC intend to expand the program to target larger enterprises 

as well? Please explain. 
11.2.2. If no, why not? 

12. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix A, DSM Cost and Savings Summary Report, Page 1; 
Appendix B, Historical DSM Costs and Energy Savings 2010-2014 

Table A-1: FBC DSM Summary Report for Year Ended December 31, 1015 

2015 2015 ktual Non- 2015 2015 Benefit/Cost Tests 

Af>prnved Energy Lifetime Incentive Incentive Actual Approved Levelized 
Plan Savi1113s Savings savings Expenditure Expenditure Spend Plan cost 

Proa mm Are a IMWhl IMWhl (MWh)1 ($000) ($000) ($000s) i$000s) TRC UCT RIM C<l/kWhl 
Residential 

Home lmpro;ernent 3. ma 231.2 6.326 62.0 13t 8 1G8,7 884 1.7 1.7 0.7 7. l 

BeMviournl ESB O.C - 85 

VV crlersavers ct~ 4.e e4 0.3 1.8 22 387 1.5 3.2 LO 10.8 

A));:>!ianees :22.8 51.G &135 23.3 47.7 71.0 G6 1.2 1.5· 0.9 !?& 
Lighting \,t69 4. 1+1.4 eo,s;i3 t07.9 30.1 198.0 1G3 5.3 26.5 1.1 2.1 
Heat Pumps t,C1i8 :.e9.0 17,561 BSA +1.1 1825 30? i.e 4.3 0.9 H 
New Home Program U78 35fL2 l2,3f.'5 37.6 73.2 1 Hl.8 390 1.1 5.1 O.li 10.2 
Low lncorn e Houslnq Z~~B 281.8 l,S27 97.5 1Sli.G 237.3 824 1.3 0.9 0.6 9.7 

Resiclential Total 12,006 5,633.0 119,903 526.S 523.5 1,050.4 3, 160 2.9 7.0 l.00 4.0 

Conmercial 
Lighting 7.+15 4,089.3 7!~ !SB 404.4 :l.31.C 73t;A 1,485 2.0 E-.7 1.0 e.o 
Burt<llng h1 provement 3,4&1 1,005.9 41,54\ i75.8 3t7.3 ~43.0 842 1.e 4.3 !.O 8.3 
Computers 378 0.0 - - 55 
M..1nicipal (WWTP) 758 1!l6.6 4.900 24.5 11.7 36.2 7Q 2.3 5.5 0.9 5.0 

lllioa!Joo 490 0.0 - G.C GD 59 

Co1nnercial Total 12,526 5,881.8 117,929 604.7 719.0 1,323.7 2,530 1.8 5.2 1.0 6.7 
Industrial 

lndustri<1I Efficienev 1.537 1.000.S 27,937 !46,2 79 8 226.0 202 2.0 e.2 1.0 5.7 

Industrial Total 1,537 1,086.8 27,937 146.2 79.8 226.0 202 2.0 6.2 f.0 5.7 

Total Programs 2'6, 159 12,607.6 235,769 1,277.8 1,322.3 2,soo.·1 5,892 2.2 6.0 1.0 5.3 

Portfolio Level ktivities 
Planning & Evclu.;;Von - - E-.94.G 51' .. .4.G 725 

Sumorlnc1 lnikitYes - - 3463 346.::l e75 

Total Portfolio 26,159 ·12,607.6' 235,769 1,277.8 2,253.5 3,531.3 7,292 2.0 4.4 0.9 6.0 

I Comnwnsurate: Demarrd Sa·~·ing:s are 2,6 rv1W 

•Lifetime savings am e-nergy· savings over the lifetime of the measure 
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12.1. 

Table B-1: Historical FBC DSM Costs and Energy Savings 2010-2014 

~9t :_\l ,!_llj~ ,!,Jl~ ,f,'';l 

6.21 "_:,4 -~..:J :! Le 6>;·..; ~-;:.: !-:>.! ,:;~~ .;:_:<;,; 

;:q ;:,<:~-> 11(1 ' ;;.•J j·)lj 

;·~1 .r-::i- j I '" ~q<. .:J"t1 V" (·~;(1 

10") J\j ""'' \I 
. (p(, 2.!~ ~.ii '4'1 IA~· 

Loi> t,S\~ 

-- ~::A 

6:;s ~: .. (• 

Please confirm that there are no programs that have not historically met the TRC test 
either individually or within the DSM program as a whole. 
12.1.1. If not confirmed, please identify those programs that have historically not 

met the TRC test individually. 
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13. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Page A-16 

Table AS-1: Summary Table of 2017 DSM Plan 

Program/ 
Levelised 

Savings Cost Benefit/Cost Tests Cost Portfolio areas 
(MWh) ($000s) TRC UCT PCT RIM ($/MWh) 

Residential 

Horne Improvement 364 348 1.7 2.6 7.3 0.8 44.5 

He<:Jt Pumps 781 298 1.5 2.6 4.6 0.8 53.1 

New Home 126 151 1.4 3.3 2.8 0.8 42.1 

Lighting 2,735 190 2.2 21.3 2.8 0.9 5.6 

Appliances 126 133 1.3 1.6 9.2 0.6 74.8 

Water Heating 17 30 1.5 1.1 0.0 0.5 110.3 

Low Income & Rentals 3,247 1,367 3.4 3.3 0 0.7 54.5 

Behavioural 3,097 200 3.7 3.7 0 0.7 29.9 

Subtotal 10,493 2,718 2.5 4.4 6.6 0.8 32.3 

Commercial 

Corn Lighting 10,592 2,322 2.2 3.6 4.9 1.0 37.9 

Building Improvement 2,931 784 2.3 6.4 2.9 1.1 20.8 

lrrigution 144 25 3.6 3.1 0 0.9 36.3 

Subtot.il 13,666 3,131 2.2 4.0 4.3 1.1 34.1 

Industrial 

Industrial 1,556 309 1.9 5.1 2.6 1.1 22.0 

Subtot<il 1,556 309 1.9 5.1 2.6 1.1 22.0 
Program Total 25,715 6,158 2.3 4.2 5.1 0.9 32.6 

Portfolio 

Supporting Initiatives 674 

Planning & Evaluation 777 
Total (including Portfolio area) 7,610 2.0 3.1 3.6 0.8 43.8 

13.1. Please provide the calculations for the Utility Cost Test (UCT) and the Participant Cost 
Test (PCT) and the Ratepayer Impact Measure (RIM) test. 

14. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix C, Deferred Capital Expenditure Study, Pages 1, 19 
and20 

implementation. Based on FortisBC's forecast growth-related capital T&D expenditure 
schedules and annualizing factors obtained from FortisBC, this study found the levelized T&D 
DCE values to be $67.03 and $12.83 respectively in 2015 dollars. 
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Figure 5 summarizes the estimated deferred T&D costs from the studies cited in this section in 
2015 Canadian dollars. Appendix A containing a summary table of all the estimated DCE. The 
average, high and low DCE by function are provided in Table 3 below for the full survey and for 
utilities in WECC. 

Transmission Distribution Total T&D 
Average 

All Utilities $28.60 $74.39 $81.93 
WECC $20.23 $40.39 $52.20 

High 

All Utilities $94.21 $220.78 $258.43 
WECC $37.95 $108.81 $146.76 

low 
All Utilities $1.61 $1.00 $7.60 
WECC $5.13 $1.00 $6.45 

111 Calculate separate estimates for Transmission and Distribution. 
m Results differs by region and utility. Therefore, the best option for FortisBC is to estimate 

T&D DCE based on FortisBC data. 
111 While benchmarking may be indicative, benchmarking OCE results for FortisBC outside 

WECC does not appear to be appropriate. 
Iii Using a marginal costing approach appears to be the most common calculation 

methodology. 

14.1. Please provide the units of measurement for Figure 5. 
14.2. Why is the average FortisBC Transmission costs so much higher than the average 

WECC transmission figures? 
14.3. Why are the average FortisBC Distribution costs so much lower than the average WECC 

distribution figures? 
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15. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix C, Pages 22 and 23 

Distribution Avoided Costs 

111 Determine analysis period 

111 Determine expected peak growth over the analysis period 

111 Determine the fore casted distribution system investments clue to growth over the analysis 

period 

• Exclude capital investments needed to support current load 

• Exclude capital investments needed to repair or replace current equipment 

• Exclude new connection capital costs 

m Calculate the annualized $/kW-yr avoided distribution cost as the avoided investment 

divided by load growth tirnes a real carrying charge 

111 If applicable add avoidable general plant and O&M adders 

Transmission Distribution T&D 
Avoided Investment $686.08 $131.30 $817.38 
($/kW-Yr 
Annualized DCE 

Avoided Annual Return 
(6.00%)20 $41.16 per kW $7.88 per kW $49.04 per kW 
Avoided Depreciation 
(2.54%)21 $17.44 per kW $3.34 per kW $20.78 per kW 
Avoided Taxes {1.23%)"- $8.42 per kW $1.61 per kW $10.03 per kW 

Avoided O&M (0.00%)" $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW 
Total DCE $67.03 er kW $12.83 Jer kW $79.85 Jer kW 

15 .1. What was the analysis period that FBC used in calculating the Distribution avoided 
costs? Please provide and explain why this period was selected. 

15.2. How did FBC determine the peak growth over the analysis period? Please explain and 
provide details of the calculations. 

15 .3. Why did FBC determine that there would be no additional avoided O&M or general 
plant? 
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16. Reference: Exhibit B-1, Appendix C, Pages 22 and 23 

Transmission Avoided Costs 

1111 Determine analysis period 

1111 Determine expected peak growth over the analysis period 

1111 Determine the forecasted transmission system investments due to growth over the analysis 

period 

• Exclude capital investments needed to support current load 

• Exclude capital investments needed to repair or replace current equipment 

Exclude new connection capital costs 

111 Calculate the annualized $/kW-yr avoided transmission cost as the avoided investment 

divided by load growth times a real carrying charge 

Iii! Review the proposed programs and determine if a de-ration factor needs to be applied 

Transmission Distribution T&D 

Avoided Investment $686.08 $131.30 $817.38 
{$/kW-Yr 
Annualized DCE 
Avoided Annual Return 
(6.00%)10 $41.16 per kW $7.88 per kW $49.04 per kW 
Avoided Depreciation 
{2.54%)H $17.44 per kW $3.34 per kW $20. 78 per kW 
Avoided Taxes (1.23%t $8.42 per kW $1.61 per kW $10.03 per kW 

Avoided O&M (0.00%}" $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW $0.00 per kW 

Total DCE $67.03 )er kW $12.83 er kW $79.85 )er kW 

16.1. What was the analysis period that FBC used in calculating the Transmission avoided 
costs? Please provide and explain why this period was selected. 

16.2. How did FBC determine the peak growth over the analysis period? Please explain. 
16.3. Why did FBC determine that there would be no additional avoided O&M or general 

plant? 
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